Senior League Reminders
Enjoy your round and the company you are with today as life is short!
Do your part, be on time, keep pace of play, respect the game, course, your fellow players
and compete as gentlemen. Remember, you are simply playing against the course. Good luck!

1. PLAYING RULES
a. Practice social distancing. Please do not touch the flagstick.
b. PLEASE KEEP PACE OF PLAY! Play ready golf!
Guideline (Par 4 = 12 min Par 3 = 9 min Par 5 = 18 min)

Total 1 hr 54 min

c. Winter rules (with integrity) - you can move ball "~1 grip length" in own fairway. Don't "fluff ball" in rough!
■ Agree with opponents on relief (such as plugged mud balls, wet areas, ground under repair, etc.)
d. Agree as a group on what constitutes a ball being holed out.
e. Sand Traps: Local rule - place ball and smooth foot prints on exit with feet.

2. HANDICAPS, TEES, MATCH SCORING...
a. ALL players will have their full handicap. Your handicap is calculated using the average of the last 5 scores.
b. Choose a TEE to play and stay put for the season (check score card to be sure designated tee is correct).
Tee

18 Hole Yardage Driver Distance

Blue

6376

250+

White

6069

225

Gold

5569

200

Green

5106

175

Red

4753

175

Orange

4022

150

Remember, we do NOT use AGE for tee box
criteria. Use the chart as a guide.
Choose a tee that allows you to enjoy the
game while still being challenged fairly!
Have some INTEGRITY in your choice!

c. Each match is worth 20 pts + bonus points
HOLE PTS

1 for low ball net and 1 for low total net

18 pts

TEAM LOW NET

Team Gross Score - handicaps

2 pts

BONUS

Target: Par (36) + your handicap
Example: Handicap is 10. Target is 36 +10 = 46
Shoot 46: +1
 Shoot 48: 0

+1
(per player)

3. END OF MATCH
a. Review the card and agree to all hole scores before turning in. The computer will double check the scores and
points for each team.
b. Park cart by hill, empty garbage, put cart key and scorecard in drop box by Pro Shop Door or hand to an
employee. Thanks and see you next week!

